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LESSON I.\'

THE PAUSE

"THE SPINE' - THE GUIDING IDEA

RADIATING

FEELING OF THE WHOLE

Concentration in a way to tho ugiritual part of the

object. Thorn are two worlda of the spirit — good and evil.

Our efforts are toward the good.

THE PAUSE:

There are two kinds of pauaou - the pause which

comes before something happenn and the pause which cumcn

Bftanvard. There in never a pause which means nothing.

when you have a pause, you must always be conscious that

something will be done or that something has been dono. If

you will train yourself in this way, you will got accustomed

to find always instinctively the right place for the pause.

Your pause will always be vary significant if you train

yourself to meditatn. to ho awaru that a pause is something

which comes batorc or after some happening. The pause must

always be the rosult of something. or it should be just before

something. Without the feeling of the whole, the pause has

no significance.

"THE SFII‘E" - THEE GUIDING 1d?!”

How can we 4nt this feeling of the wholu? Only by

firying to find "the spine" or everyihing — a play. a speech.
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an idea. or "the spine" of the coming event. By Who spine"

we mean the guiding idea. You must try to find it in every—

thing that you have to say or do. In that way you will find

in your own soul what it means to have a feeling of the whole.

The next stop in how to convey this fooling to your

audience or your pupils. Before you otart to do, or to speak,

or to think. first have 'tho spine" before your mind's eye.

Hhenyou have this very clear. then you can start to speak, to

gloy. and to think. That is what you nood to manage — this

feeling of the whole. Try to do something. but before doing

it. imagine very clearly what you are going to do. speak. or

play. The clearer you have it in your mind. the moro power

you will have to convoy it and the more receptive the audience

will be. The reaction of the audience dopende upon the actor

or the speaker. You muot be radiating every moment you are

on tho utugo in everything you do.

when you have digested those things. you will feel

that a fire in in you on an actor because you are working

consciously. By a knowledge of the whole. and the puuom and

such things. the actor will have a magic power which has not

yet been seen on the contemporary stage.

RADIATINGI

You radiate very vividly in life. Try to find out

how to capture that power for your art. Through these uxer-

class you will find and increase this power. 30 you know how
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to work to roach tho highcot and most complete point? Feel

the beginning and tho and and the whole complete action and

always be conucious of radiating.

At first, it will Boom like many things to do all

at the some time, but all at once they will come together

with each concentration exorcise. To bring than together

requires much concentration and that is your exercise. If

you find you are working too easily. it means that you can

begin to do more complicated exercises. The joy you feel

in doing the oxcrciuo is the oign that you have rnached

something.

when working with your pupilo, you must kocp the

ideal in your mind always before you. In that way. you will

be able to compare tho rcol pupil with the imaginary, ideal

pupil. and you will see whoro the pupil is wrong and what he

is lacking.

FEELING OF THE WHOLE:

Today we have spoken about two things concerning

tho feelinu of the whole. how to get this ability to feel

this "whole,“ and how to convoy it. Try to convoy this

"whole" through very short movements and Speeches. "The

tr1oo are in flower." heap thinking constantly. "I am e

creative person.” "I am roiiating and doing ovorytinng in

a creativo way." Always have this aim, this line. in mind

and know how to roach it. Time and effort will do the rest.
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Exogcinonl

Say a suntnnca as a whole thing. with a pause at

the beginning and at the end. Deliver your words as if

they warn actual things. Halt for your audience to resolve

your wordu as actual things. Example - the exercise of

throwing the bull to one another an if it wore the actual

nontancn.
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THE WORLD OF CREATIVE IMAGINATION

CHART OF CONCENTRATION

Concen‘Lmticn:

1. With will.

2. Full concentration

with whole twins.

3. Result in pcno'tmfting

into tho life anti

' depth of the object.
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